Accessories for the Jetta

MORE
QUALITY + SAFETY
Your satisfaction is our quality standard – down to the
smallest detail. To fulfil this, we only use high-quality
materials – excellently manufactured using state-of-theart production processes and perfectly adapted for
your Volkswagen.
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Our safety is our priority – down to the smallest detail.
For this reason our products are subjected to safety
inspections which meet the most stringent requirements
and far exceed the legally prescribed standards.

VOLKSWAGEN
Your Volkswagen is our benchmark – down to the
smallest detail. This is why every Volkswagen Genuine
Accessories product is developed in conjunction with the
vehicle. Our goal: everything must fit perfectly. So that
your Volkswagen stays a Volkswagen.
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PRODUCT CHARACTERISTIC PICTOGRAMS.
Products from Volkswagen Accessories have many unique characteristics. These pictograms provide
especially interesting information.
Tool-free
mounting

Suitable for
different models

Desired colour
choice possible

Volkswagen
City Crash Test

Product
innovation

Eco-friendly

Fuel-saving

Recyclable

Load capacity

Alloy wheel finishing

max.
50 kg

The vehicles shown in this catalogue are occasionally pictured with additional accessories or special fittings. These, along with any decorative
elements depicted, are not included in the scope of delivery of the product described.
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SPORT AND DESIGN

POWERHOUSE VS.
STYLISH SOPHISTICATION.
You can‘t always have everything? We don‘t think so. Especially when it‘s about giving your
Jetta an impressive dynamically designed touch of everything. Impressively sporty and stylishly
individual. In a nutshell: You want everything you need to make a lasting impression? Take your
pick of Volkswagen Accessories.

NOTE
Figure right shows: Front skirt Page 06,
Side skirt set Page 08, Silex alloy wheel Page 16
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Volkswagen Genuine Front spoiler
Sportiness with intent: The aerodynamically designed front spoiler makes a powerfully
dynamic statement. The spoiler made of an especially durable, high-quality plastic is
primed and can be painted in the colour of your car.
Art. no. 5C5 071 609 GRU
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NOTE
Figure left shows:
Front spoiler Page 06
Side skirt set Page 08,
Silex alloy wheel Page 16

Volkswagen Genuine Retro-look gearshift knob
The Volkswagen Genuine alu-leather retro-look gearshift knob is
easily attached, sits comfortably in the hand and is a real eye-catcher!
The gearshift cover is included in the scope of delivery.
Art. no. 1K0 064 285 G

Volkswagen Genuine Pedal cap set
These non-slip pedal caps are made from
brushed stainless steel and provide a true
optical enhancement. The high-quality
design is impressive and the anti-slip
coating ensures a good grip. The electronic accelerator pedal is included in the
scope of delivery.
Art. no. 1K1 064 200 A
For manual transmission (not illustrated)
Art. no. 1K1 064 205 A
For automatic transmission and dual clutch
gearbox (DSG)
Volkswagen Genuine Interior rear view mirror in carbon look
Sportiness and individuality - the Volkswagen Genuine interior rear
view mirror gives the vehicle an extravagant look without great effort.
The mirror already fitted in the vehicle is simply replaced with an
interior rear view mirror. Only for cars with manually adjustable
anti-glare rear view mirrors.
Art. no. 000 072 548 Z57

Sport and Design
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Volkswagen Genuine Rear skirt
Sporty to the very end: the rear skirt for the Jetta. It
further emphasises the vehicle‘s already striking character
and is made of an especially break-resistant and flexible
plastic which can be primed and painted.
Art. no. 5C5 071 610 B GRU
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Volkswagen Genuine Side skirt kit
The side skirts create a visual impression of suspension
lowering, providing the Jetta with an even more dynamic
look. Made of high-strength and flexible plastic, the side
skirts are also designed to withstand high stress. Both side
skirts are primed and can be painted to match the vehicle
colour.
Art. no. 5C5 071 685 GRU

Volkswagen Genuine Protective strip for the rear hatch
The attractive protective strip for the rear hatch in highgloss chrome look is not only an attractive eye-catcher, it
effectively protects the rear hatch edges at the same time.
It is easily mounted by simply gluing it onto the bottom
edge of the rear lid.
Art. no. 5C6 071 360

Volkswagen Genuine Tail silencer trim
For the sporty look! The Volkswagen Genuine tail silencer trim with 76 mm
diameter significantly enhances the appearance of the rear of the vehicle. The
inclined design, combined with the top-quality appearance turns it into a true
highlight. Available in black chrome or polished stainless steel.
Art. no. 5C5 071 911 B
For twin tail pipe, polished stainless steel
Art. no. 5G0 071 911 041 For twin tail pipe, black chrome

Volkswagen Genuine Rear lid spoiler
So little effort, such a great effect: The rear lid spoiler can be easily fitted to the Jetta‘s tailgate in just a
few steps. This gives it an even sportier look and even better aerodynamics in just a matter of moments.
The rear lid spoiler is made of especially impact-resistant and durable material and can be painted in
the colour of the vehicle.
Art. no. 5C5 071 641 GRU

Sport and Design
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WHEELS AND TYRES

THE NEED FOR HARMONY VS.
THE NEED TO STAND OUT.
It is nice to know that you can combine both so easily. The wide range of wheels
and tyres offered by Volkswagen Accessories allow you to emphasise the striking
appearance of the Jetta harmoniously. Just how it best suits your personality.
Show something of yourself and reveal your style. And taste.

NOTE
Figure left shows:
Silex alloy wheel Page 16
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PURE DRIVING PLEASURE.
IN PERFECT SAFETY.
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A good grip, reliable acceleration, controlled driving dynamics – almost no other components bear as much
responsibility as the wheels. Both for safe driving and for the vehicle‘s overall look. Our developers, designers
and engineers master the balancing act between form and function on a daily basis. They do this by combining
top-quality materials with first-class designs to create flawless functions. They then subject the results to intensive
testing and refinement until they meet our Volkswagen standards of quality and safety.

WE TEST FOR YOUR SAFETY.
We are not satisfied with just offering you top quality. Therefore our inspection procedures are more extensive,
stricter and harder than those demanded by law. And our products are simply safer.
Strength tests
The rotating bending test simulates the wheel loads when cornering, whereas the roll-off test checks the wheel
under overload conditions and the impact test puts the impact strength of the edge of the wheel to the test.
Material and surface tests
These tests determine the chemical composition, tensile strength and strain properties of the wheel along with
the resistance of the wheel‘s surface to scratching and corrosion.
Endurance testing
The endurance test is carried out using a bi-axial wheel test bay (ZWARP). This test rig simulates the greatest
loads which can occur across the lifetime of a wheel.
Vehicle tests
The clearance test, the wheel bolt tightness test and the threshold test serve to test the wheels under tough
conditions on the test track.

FEM ANALYSIS

VOLKSWAGEN ACCESSORIES.
BECAUSE GENUINE QUALITY IS ALWAYS
WORTHWHILE.

The red areas of the results show
where the greatest forces act on the
alloy wheels. This analysis serves as
the basis for designs and dimensions.

Wheels and Tyres
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Volkswagen Genuine Karthoum alloy wheel
Colour: Black, gloss machined
Wheel size: 8 J x 18", ET 50, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/40 R18
Art. no. 1K0 071 498 AX1

Volkswagen Genuine Motorsport alloy wheel
Colour: Black
Wheel size: 7,5 J x 18", ET 51, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/40 R18
Art. no. 5K0 071 498 A AX1

Colour: Titanium
Wheel size: 8 J x 18", ET 50, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/40 R18
Art. no. 1K0 071 498 V7U
Colour: Titanium
Wheel size: 7 J x 17", ET 54, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/45 R17
Art. no. 1K9 071 497 V7U
Colour: Sterling Silver gloss machined
Wheel size: 8 J x 18", ET 50, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/40 R18
Art. no. 1K0 071 498 1ZL

Volkswagen Genuine Motorsport alloy wheel
Colour: Anthracite
Wheel size: 7,5 J x 18", ET 51, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/40 R18
Art. no. 5K0 071 498 A 16Z
14

Also available as a complete summer wheel.
For further applicable tyre sizes, refer to the report
for the respective alloy wheel.
1

Volkswagen Genuine Vision alloy wheel
Colour: Black, gloss machined
Wheel size: 8 J x 18", ET 50, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/40 R18
Art. no. 1K5 071 498 041
Colour: Black, gloss machined
Wheel size: 7 J x 17", ET 54, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/45 R17
Art. no. 1K5 071 497 041

Volkswagen Genuine Rotary alloy wheel
Colour: Anthracite
Wheel size: 7,5 J x 18", ET 51, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/40 R18
Art. no. 5G0 071 498 16Z

Colour: Sterling Silver, gloss machined
Wheel size: 8 J x 18", ET 50, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/40 R18
Art. no. 1K5 071 498 1ZL
Colour: Sterling Silver
Wheel size: 7 J x 17", ET 54, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/45 R17
Art. no. 1K5 071 497 666

Volkswagen Genuine Topas alloy wheel
Colour: Sterling Silver
Wheel size: 7,5 J x 18", ET 51, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/40 R18
Art. no. 5K0 071 498 88Z
Wheels and Tyres
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Volkswagen Genuine Preston alloy wheel
(Figure right)
Colour: Black, gloss machined, wheel size: 7,5 J x 18"
ET 51, LK 112/5, Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/40 R18
Art. no. 5C5 071 498 AX1
Also available as a complete summer wheel.

Volkswagen Genuine Goal alloy wheel
Colour: Brilliant Silver
Wheel size: 7,5 J x 18", ET 51, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/40 R18
Art. no. 1T4 071 498 666
Also available as a complete summer wheel.
Colour: Anthracite
Wheel size: 7,5 J x 17", ET 50, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/45 R17
Art. no. 1T4 071 497 V7U

Volkswagen Genuine Silex alloy wheel
Colour: Sterling Silver
Wheel size: 7 J x 17", ET 54, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/45 R17
Art. no. 5C5 071 497 88Z
16

Also available as a complete summer wheel.
For further applicable tyre sizes, refer to the report
for the respective alloy wheel.
1

Volkswagen Genuine Aktiva alloy wheel
Colour: Brilliant Silver
Wheel size: 7 J x 17", ET 54, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/40 R17
Art. no. 5G0 071 498 16Z

Volkswagen Genuine Blade alloy wheel
(Figure right)
Colour: Black, gloss machined, wheel size: 7 J x 17"
ET 49, LK 112/5, Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/45 R17
Art. no. 5G0 071 497 FZZ
Also available as a complete summer wheel.

Volkswagen Genuine Onyx alloy wheel
Colour: Black, gloss machined
Wheel size: 7 J x 17", ET 54, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/45 R17
Art. no. 5K0 071 497 8Z8
Colour: Black, gloss machined
Wheel size: 7 J x 17", ET 54, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 225/45 R17
Art. no. 5K0 071 497 AX1

Volkswagen Genuine Namib alloy wheel
Colour: Brilliant Silver
Wheel size: 7 J x 16", ET 50, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 205/55 R16
Art. no. 1T0 071 491 666

Volkswagen Genuine Contur alloy wheel
Colour: Brilliant Silver
Wheel size: 7 J x 16", ET 50, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 205/55 R16
Art. no. 1T0 071 496 666
Wheels and Tyres
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Volkswagen Genuine Tangis alloy wheel
Colour: Brilliant Silver
Wheel size: 6,5 J x 15", ET 50, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 195/65 R15
Art. no. 1T0 071 495 666

Volkswagen Genuine Vitus alloy wheel
Colour: Brilliant Silver
Wheel size: 6,5 J x 15", ET 50, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 195/65 R15
Art. no. 2K1 071 495 A 666

Volkswagen Genuine Aspen alloy wheel
Colour: Brilliant Silver
Wheel size: 6 J x 16", ET 50, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 205/55 R16
Art. no. 5K0 071 496 8Z8

Volkswagen Genuine Sima alloy wheel
Colour: Brilliant Silver
Wheel size: 6 J x 16", ET 50, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 205/55 R16
Art. no. 1T4 071 496 C 8Z8

Also available as a complete winter wheel.

Also available as a complete winter wheel.

Colour: Brilliant Silver
Wheel size: 6,5 J x 15", ET 50, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 195/65 R15
Art. no. 5K0 071 495 8Z8

Colour: Brilliant Silver
Wheel size: 6,5 J x 15", ET 50, LK 112/5
Applicable tyre size1: e.g. 195/65 R15
Art. no. 1T1 071 495 A 8Z8

Also available as a complete winter wheel.

Also available as a complete winter wheel.

Please note our wide range of complete summer and winter wheels. You can
obtain the catalogues from your Volkswagen Partner or on the Internet at
www.volkswagen-zubehoer.de.

An especially resistant coating guarantees that all alloy wheels are suitable for use in winter.
Please see the attached price list for technical details. The conditions and information contained in
the German TÜV report must be carefully observed.
18
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For further applicable tyre sizes, refer to the report for the respective alloy wheel.

Volkswagen Genuine Valve caps
Customisation down to the smallest detail: the four valve
caps are embossed with the Volkswagen logo and provide
the valves with optimal protection against dust, dirt and
moisture. 1 set = 4 pieces.
Art. no. 000 071 215 A
Suitable for aluminium valves
Art. no. 000 071 215
Suitable for rubber/metal valves

Volkswagen Genuine Wheel bolt locking set
Secure your alloy wheels even more effectively against
jealous thieves with the anti-theft wheel bolt locking set.
Colour: Black. 1 set = 4 pieces.
Art. no. 000 071 597

Volkswagen Genuine Wheel trims
The 16-inch wheel trim with Volkswagen emblem protects
steel wheels against dirt and enhances the vehicle�s
appearance. 1 set = 4 pieces.
Art. no. 1T0 071 456 A

Volkswagen Genuine Tyre bag set
Protect your wheels. With the four robust, high-quality
polyester tyre bags and the wheel bolt bag. For tyres and
complete wheels with dimensions of up to 18 inches,
245 mm tyre width and 2100 mm tyre diameter.
Art. no. 000 073 900

Wheels and Tyres
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COMMUNICATION

HEDONISM VS.
TOP ENTERTAINMENT.
No matter whether your trip is long or short - sometimes, all you want is to be entertained. Whether your
sweetheart‘s voice, your favourite audiobook or your own personal soundtrack. Go for it! The sophisticated
infotainment systems from Volkswagen Accessories give you access to all sources of entertainment. As often,
as long, as loud or as quiet as you want. Enjoy!

NOTE
Figure left shows:
Radio navigation system RNS 510, Page 22
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Volkswagen Genuine Radio navigation system RNS 510
Enjoy completely new standards of car infotainment thanks to
the 6.5“ touchscreen which displays maps, pictures and videos
in brilliant, sharp quality. The comprehensive features including
a 30 GB hard drive, DVD drive and SD card reader rounds off
the high-end configuration of the system, along with DAB+
reception and the Bluetooth function. A reversing camera can
also be connected. The map material is not included in the
scope of delivery and must be ordered separately. See the
attached price list of all of the versions.
Art. no. 1T0 057 680 T
Without digital tuner
Art. no. 1T0 057 686 G
With digital tuner (DAB+)

Volkswagen Genuine navigation DVD
(Not illustrated)
For the “RNS 510” radio navigation system. Including a
friendly Virtual Car Assistant (VCA) that acts as a driving
companion to personally guide you.
Art. no. 1T0 051 859 AD Map material for Western Europe
Art. no. 1T0 051 859 AE Map material for Eastern Europe

Volkswagen Genuine Radio navigation system RNS 315
Clear sound quality, precise navigation and comfortable
operation using a 5“ touch-screen – that is the sound of the
multi-talent which can play music from a CD, SD card, MP3
player or optionally via Bluetooth. Depending on the version,
the device is equipped with an integrated DAB tuner
(additional aerial required). The map material for Western
Europe is pre-installed.
Art. no. 3C8 057 279 F
Without digital tuner
Art. no. 3C8 057 279 G With digital tuner (DAB+)

Volkswagen Genuine MP3 radio RCD 510
The multi-talent with an SD card slot, telephone interface,
integrated 6-way CD-changer, MP3 play function, GALA, RDS,
TIM and TP provides you with a real comfort plus with its
high-resolution TFT display/ touchscreen.
Art. no. 3C8 057 195 F
Without digital tuner
Art. no. 3C8 057 195 B
With digital tuner (DAB+)

Volkswagen Genuine Navigation SD card for RNS 315
(Not illustrated)
For the “RNS 315” radio navigation system. Includes a friendly
Virtual Car Assistant (VCA) that provides you with a personal
guide through the operating menu.
Art. no. 3AA 051 866 M Map material for Western Europe
Art. no. 3AA 051 866 N Map material for Eastern Europe

DAB+ retrofit kit
(Not illustrated)
DAB+ reception for all car radios! With the DAB+ retrofit, any RDS radio can receive DAB+ (digital radio plus). Adding DAB+
reception to the existing car radio provides access to a wide selection of digital radio stations. Connection to the car radio is
wireless via an FM transmitter. It is easy to operate, user-friendly and intuitive and works via the supplied remote control which
harmoniously integrates into the vehicle‘s interior. Additional external audio sources, such as MP3 players and iPods, can be
connected via the device‘s AUX IN jack.
Art. no. 000 063 212
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Volkswagen Genuine MP3 radio RCD 310
For virtually endless musical enjoyment, the “RCD 310” plays
MP3 and WMA files from the CD drive and delivers a rich
sound. In addition, the chrome-look edging to the buttons and
knobs is a real eye-catcher.
Art. no. 1K0 057 186 AN Without digital tuner
Art. no. 1K0 057 186 B
With digital tuner (DAB+)

Volkswagen Genuine MP3 radio RCD 210
The Volkswagen Genuine MP3 Radio “RCD 210” combines
an elegant design with the highest functionality: outstanding
sound quality, state-of-the-art radio enjoyment together
with RDS, EON and GALA, as well as diverse interfaces for
connecting different devices such as a CD changer. A practical
storage compartment rounds off the “RCD 210” as a practical
design object.
Art. no. 5K0 057 156 A

MP3 radio RMT 300
The “RMT 300” is your constant companion, with convenient
operation and an optimal overview thanks to the 3-line display.
Whether for making hands-free telephone calls via Bluetooth
or enjoying music from an SD card, USB stick, AUX IN, A2DP
or iPod. Library browsing, title display and a charging function
are included for the iPod. A functional miracle and also a real
eye-catcher with its tailor-made trapezoidal design and the
high-quality piano lacquer look.
Art. no. 6Q0 051 228 C

MP3 radio RMT 200
The MP3 radio with title display, USB slot, SD card reader,
iPod/iPhone control and charging, AUX IN with A2DP audio
streaming and a Bluetooth hands-free system is the smart,
all-round solution for the greatest listening pleasure. The
stylish piano lacquer appearance creates the perfect look.
Art. no. 6Q0 051 228 B

Communication
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Plug & Play Sound System
A rich sound for your vehicle with the sound system from Volkswagen Accessories. The system consists of an amplifier with an integrated
digital sound processor and a total output of 300 W sine/480 W music along with a powerful subwoofer. In addition to musical enjoyment
of the highest level, the system sports an impressive range of vehicle and driver-specific sound setups which optimally match the vehicle‘s
configuration and can be programmed at the dealership. The system utilises the vehicle‘s existing speakers and can be installed in the spare
wheel well.
Art. no. 000 051 419
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Volkswagen Genuine iPod/iPhone adapter
Quickly and easily connect your iPod or iPhone to your
Volkswagen Genuine radio navigation system. The system is
controlled via the radio. Only in conjunction with the “RNS 510”.
Please refer to the attached price list for more information
about the compatible iPod/iPhone models and part numbers.

Volkswagen Genuine MEDIA-IN
Simply connect your desired audio source to the MEDIA-IN using
the adapter cable and enjoy your favourite music via your radio
or 3rd generation radio navigation system. Only in conjunction
with “RCD 310”, “RCD 510”, “RNS 315” or “RNS 510”.
Art. no. 5N0 057 342 B

Volkswagen Genuine Adapter cable for Volkswagen Genuine MEDIA-IN
01
Art. no. 000 051 446 D Adapter cable for 3.5-mm jack
02
Art. no. 000 051 446 A Adapter cable for mini-USB
03
Art. no. 000 051 446 B Adapter cable for USB
04
Art. no. 000 051 446 L
Adapter cable for iPod
05
Art. no. 000 051 446 Q Adapter cable for Apple Lightning connector
o. Abb. Art. no. 000 051 446 M Adapter cable for iPod
				
(with ID3 tagging function)
01

iPod/iPhone is a registered trademark of Apple Computer International.

02

03

04

05

Communication
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Volkswagen Genuine Touch Phone-Kit Music1
Enjoy the comfort of this multi-talent. In addition to the voice-operated, hands-free Bluetooth system with a high-resolution
touchscreen, audio stereo streaming via USB or audio adapter enhances every journey – the system also enables you to manage
and play your favourite music, for example, from your iPhone. For more information about the adapter cable set and the optional
audio adapter required, see the attached price list.
Art. no. 000 051 473 C

Mobile telephone integration Plus retrofit kit1
Experience a new hands-free dimension: Connect your mobile
telephone via Bluetooth and speak comfortably hands-free or
listen to music via A2DP. The instrument cluster or a suitable
radio-navigation system controls the system and displays information. Only for vehicles with multi-function display Plus.
Art. no. 000 051 473 M
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Volkswagen Genuine Mobile phone adapter3
The mobile phone adapter with active support is perfectly suited to vehicles factory-fitted with a Plus or Premium mobile
telephone integration product – and can simply be inserted into the existing cradle. Two additional function keys put you
into direct contact with the Volkswagen Service or the breakdown service if necessary. See the attached price list for more
information.
Art. no. 3C0 051 435 X4

Mobile telephone integration Premium W-Lan for retrofitting 2
Retrofitting to the “Premium W-Lan” mobile telephone integration
product can be performed by replacing the control unit. This
requires that your vehicle is already fitted with a Volkswagen
mobile telephone integration product or Premium mobile
telephone integration product. The integrated wireless hotspot
enables mobile devices to access the vehicle‘s own wireless
network.
Art. no. 000 051 473 L

For vehicles without factory-fitted mobile telephone integration
For vehicles without factory-fitted mobile telephone integration Premium
3
For vehicles with factory-fitted mobile telephone integration and mobile phone adapter holder
4
X = mobile phone specific index. As the range of mobile phone adapter sets is continuously being extended, please ask your Volkswagen Partner,
or check the information online at www.volkswagen-zubehoer.de.
1

2

Communication
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TRANSPORT

HUNGER FOR ADVENTURE
VS. AMPLE SPACE.
Everyday adventures can await us around every corner and behind every shop shelf. To experience
and enjoy them, you have to keep your eyes open and make space. Space for the right equipment,
for any treasures you find, large or small, and - not least - for any contingencies. The easiest, best
and most reliable way to do so is with Volkswagen Accessories.

NOTE
Figure right shows: Front skirt Page 06,
Side skirt set Page 08, Silex alloy wheel Page 16,
Roof bars Page 32, Roof box Page 34
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QUALITY IS WHEN
THINGS SIMPLY FIT.
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FOR ALL THOSE WHO WANT MORE:
EVEN MORE.
More intelligent transport options, for instance. Or more tested safety features. Or simply more of the trusted quality
of Volkswagen Genuine Accessories. A trust which is not simply given to the genuine parts but which has to be
earned again and again, day after day. Through materials which simply combine better, product designs which
simply look better and functions which simply open up additional opportunities. In other words: with the clear desire
to make good things better every day. More beautiful, more functional and safer.

UNCOMPROMISING SATISFACTION.
Harder, stricter, further, more - the Volkswagen test procedures go beyond the legally prescribed standards. In terms
of materials, in the laboratory and finally on the test track. Only 100% quality products are given the Volkswagen
Genuine name. No compromises.
Laboratory testing: Corrosion test in saltwater spray systems, UV resistance, environmental compatibility and many
additional laboratory tests examine all the relevant material properties. The climate chamber subjects the products to
extreme temperatures ranging from –30° Celsius to +90° Celsius. The components‘ function must be guaranteed and
unimpaired at all times.

GENUINE QUALITY IS
ALWAYS WORTHWHILE:
· An absolutely perfect fit
· Intensively tested safety
· Easy fitting and removal
· Sophisticated system solutions
· High design standards

Endurance: Whether short distances, high-speed or route profiles of varying difficulty - durability under continuous
load conditions is tested. The special road endurance test is carried out with a distance of 20,000 km using the
maximum permissible load and a variety of different testing profiles.
Test track: Test drives with maximum acceleration both forwards and to the sides, for instance by weaving around
obstacles, emergency braking or over cobblestones subject the accessories to extremely hard tests over and over
again.

VOLKSWAGEN ACCESSORIES.
BECAUSE GENUINE QUALITY IS ALWAYS WORTHWHILE.
Transport
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CITY CRASH TEST. BECAUSE SAFER IS BETTER.
Volkswagen‘s in-house crash tests are carried out at speeds higher than those required by DIN 75302, ISO/PAS 11154 and the “City Crash” test –
Because Volkswagen believes that its own “City Crash Plus” at 30 km/h and a 20% overload on the roof is more realistic than the standards set
by DIN and ISO. The City Crash test simulates a rear-end collision in the inner city at a moderate speed of approximately 17 km/h. Although
carried out by “Stiftung Warentest” and the “ADAC”, it is not a legal requirement.

max.
70 kg

Volkswagen Genuine Roof bars
Well equipped when on the move – thanks to the Volkswagen
Accessories roof bar systems. The basis for this are the perfectly-fitting, City-Crash1 tested, aerodynamically-shaped aluminium profile roof bars to which, for example, surf board, bicycle,
ski and snowboard holders or the practical roof boxes can be
attached to the vehicle roof in no time at all. The roof bars are
completely pre-assembled and can be fitted without tools.
Thanks to the City Crash test, it has been tested to even higher
safety levels than ISO standards.
Art. no. 5C6 071 126
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1

City Crash-tested in accordance with ISO/PAS 11154

max.
17 kg

Volkswagen Genuine Bicycle holder
The aerodynamic bicycle holder is made of UV-resistant plastic
and mounted on the roof bars using chromed steel holders. The
bicycle automatically slides upright into the self-adjusting wheel
receiver, leaving both hands free for fastening. The perfectly
fitting, completely pre-assembled supporting rods are lockable
and not only City Crash1 tested but have also passed the even
stricter standards of the Volkswagen City Crash test. The maximum load-bearing capacity is 17 kg.
Art. no. 6Q0 071 128 A

max.
17 kg

Fork-mount bicycle carrier
The fork-mount bicycle carrier guarantees you a safe and secure
transport option for your bicycles. The wheel rail is made of
anodised aluminium profile with a plastic wheel holder and can
easily be mounted on the roof bars. Then simply insert the front
wheel fork into the clamping spigots and clamp in place in no
time at all using the lockable quick clamping device. The rear
wheel is secured by a lashing belt with ratchet buckle.
Art. no. 7M0 071 128 D

NOTE
Thanks to the practical pull-out
function, the ski and snowboard
holder can be very easily loaded and
unloaded.

max.
25 kg

Surfboard holder
Bringing the surfboard safely to its destination: The rubbercoated surfboard carrier and a special rubber protector for
the metal clamps on the tensioning straps provide extra
protection during transport. Suitable for one surfboard with
a two-piece mast.
Art. no. 000 071 120 HA

Volkswagen Genuine Komfort ski and snowboard holder
The ski and snowboard holder with its aerodynamic aluminium
design can be easily installed on the roof bars and is lockable.
Thanks to the practical pull-out function, the carrier system can
be easily loaded and unloaded. The extra-large opening
buttons mean that the ski holder remains easy to use, even
when wearing thick ski gloves. Also available without pull-out
function. See the attached pricelist for an overview of all of
the versions.

Volkswagen Genuine Kayak holder
No bouncing, no slipping: Specially developed for kayaks
weighing up to 25 kg, the holder adapts itself perfectly to the
shape of the kayak. Four moveable rubber supports secure the
kayak during transport. Strong tension belts ensure the kayak
is securely fastened.
Art. no. 1K0 071 127 A

Volkswagen Genuine Ski bag
(Figure shows the ski bag with storage bag)
The practical ski bag is intended for the protection and
transportation of up to four pairs of skis, including ski
sticks, in the roof box or in the interior, using a belt
clipped into the belt buckle. The ski bag can be stored
in the optional space-saving storage bag.
Art. no. 00V 061 202
Ski bag
Art. no. 00V 061 201
Storage bag
Transport
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max.
50 kg

Roof box, matt black
The new roof box with a volume of approx. 340 litres has an optimised
aerodynamic design that minimises unpleasant driving noises as far as
possible. The roof box has been adapted to the modern design line of the
new Volkswagen models. It opens from one side and is equipped with
a 2-lock system. Thanks to the Comfort sliding fitting system the box can
be securely fitted on the roof bars with just a few quick motions.
Art. no. 000 071 200

NOTE
The innovative DuoLift system enables the
roof box to be opened from both sides
without any problems.
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max.
75 kg

Volkswagen Genuine Roof box
The aerodynamic roof box impresses with its minimal driving noise along with the
simple and quick installation using a quick-action clamping mechanism. The box
is fixed to the carrier through pumping movements of the quick-action clamping
mechanism. Further highlights: comfortable and easy opening from both sides
thanks to the innovative “DuoLift system” and the pneumatic springs integrated at
the front and rear as well as optimal anti-theft protection through a 3-point central
locking system. The roof box manufactured using DUROKAM® thermoplastic is
UV-resistant, light, dimensionally stable, impact-resistant and durable. Max.
load-bearing capacity: 75 kg. Colour: Titanium Metallic. See the attached pricelist
for an overview of all of the available versions.

max.
50 kg

Urban Loader roof box
The new and innovative Urban Loader roof box with an expandable loading volume provides additional cargo space and is perfectly suited for transporting shopping,
bags, suitcases, pushchairs and golf bags along with many other everyday necessities. The loading volume of the roof box can be quickly and easily increased from
300 litres to 500 litres when needed. The zip fastener enables it to be opened, loaded and unloaded on both sides. The intelligent jointed steel frame with two springs
enables easy opening and closing. Max. load-bearing capacity: 50 kg. Colour: Silver.
Art. no. 000 071 200 B JKA

Transport
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Volkswagen Genuine Compact II bicycle carrier, foldable
The small, light and compact bicycle carrier weighs only 14 kg and is made in Germany. It is capable of carrying two bicycles
or e-bikes with a total weight of up to 60 kg. When mounted on the towing hitch, the bicycle carrier can be conveniently folded
downward using the new foot switch to allow access to the rear hatch. When fully folded up, it can be stored in the luggage
compartment in no time at all. A bicycle carrier for three bicycles is also available upon request. A practical storage bag is
included in the scope of delivery. Folded dimensions: 24 x 58 x 62 cm (for 2 bicycles).
Art no. 3C0 071 105 B
Compact II bicycle carrier, for 2 bicycles
Art no. 3C0 071 105 C
Compact III, for 3 bicycles (not illustrated)

NOTE
max.
60 kg

The tail lights, bicycle rails and
support frame can be easily
folded up into a compact package
for storage. The folded-in rear
lights are located inside the
carrier and are excellently
protected during transport.

NOTE
The carrier can be folded up with one step on the foot switch,
allowing free access to the the luggage compartment.
36

Volkswagen Genuine Towing hitch bicycle carrier
Transport up to two bicycles easily and safely. The simple mechanism with preset quick-release fastener facilitates rapid
installation on the ball head of the towing hitch without tools. The rear lid can still be opened easily, as the carrier can be
folded away. In addition, the lockable fastening screws give thieves no chance. The integrated carry handle in the number
plate holder and a swivelling carry hanger enable simple handling.
Art no. 3C0 071 105 A
Towing hitch bicycle barrier
Art no. 3C0 071 109 A
Expansion kit for a third bicycle

Volkswagen Genuine Towing hitch
Whether you want to tow a boat or caravan or need additional storage
space – if you want to transport a trailer, you need the practical towing
hitch. The electrical installation kit must be ordered separately. For
instructions on use, please see the attached price list.
Art no. 5C7 092 101
Fixed (not illustrated)
Art no. 5C7 092 155
Removable
Volkswagen Genuine Electrical installation kit
(Not illustrated)
The 13-pin electrical installation kit is perfectly designed to match the
controlling elements, provides a high level of system reliability and also
supports the trailer stabilisation program.
Art no. 5C7 055 204

Transport
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COMFORT AND PROTECTION

COMFORT VS.
FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT.
You want real comfort – no matter what the situation? Our pleasure. Precisely this variety of comfort
is one of Volkswagen Accessories‘ greatest strengths. Enjoy it. With intelligent solutions and clever
products, which increase all-round driving pleasure. For you and your Volkswagen.

NOTE
Figure left shows:
G2-3 ISOFIT child safety seat Page 40,
Seat cover Page 41
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HIGH LEVEL OF SAFETY FOR LITTLE ONES.
Musical boxes, teething rings, picture books or story books – all ages have their own milestones, whether little or large. Every stage
of development also has its own challenges. That is why we have developed child safety seats for each age group. Each one offers
a convincing combination of high sitting comfort, easy handling and also exceeds the requirements of the ECE-R44/04 standard.
All covers can be easily removed and washed at 30°C. And the most important point: your child is well protected when travelling.

Volkswagen Genuine G0 plus ISOFIX
High protection and comfort for new-born babies and
babies up to 13 kg or 15 months old: The ISOFIX fastening
system ensures that the child seat with its base frame is
securely fastened to the vehicle body. Without ISOFIX
it can also be used with any 3-point belt. The child is
securely held in the seat by a height-adjustable, 5-point
full belt safety harness. Further features include an
adjustable handle, an easily removable, washable fabric
covering, an adjustable-height seat insert and a sun
shade.
Art. no. 5G0 019 907
With ISOFIX
Art. no. 5G0 019 900
Without ISOFIX
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Volkswagen Genuine G1 ISOFIX DUO plus Top Tether
Safety and seating comfort for children weighing between
9 and 18 kg (from eight months to approximately four
years old). The height of both the full safety harnesses and
the sleep support can be adjusted. Furthermore, the sitting
position can be adjusted in multiple ways. In addition to
the tried and trusted locking system using an ISOFIX
connection, the seat is secured at the provided fasteners
in the luggage compartment by means of the “top tether”
connection in suitably fitted vehicles – thus providing
additional support.
Art. no. 5G0 019 909 A

Volkswagen Genuine G2-3 ISOFIT
Children aged between 3 and 12 years (15 to 36 kg) travel
safely and comfortably thanks to the height-adjustable
sleep supports and the possibility of individually adjusting
the height and inclination of the seat to the needs of the
child. The seat is attached using the vehicle‘s ISOFIX
anchorage points. The child itself is buckled in using the
3-point seatbelt in the child‘s seat.
Art. no. 5G0 019 906

Volkswagen Genuine Seat cover
The optimum protection for sensitive seats:
The easy-to-clean, anti-slip seat cover prevents
dirt or wear, for example from child seats. Practical
net pockets offer additional stowage space.
Also usable with ISOFIX seats.
Art. no. 000 019 819

Volkswagen Genuine Additional interior rear view mirror
For better visibility and keeping a watchful eye on children
travelling in the rear: The additional inside rear view mirror is
fixed to the windscreen or the dashboard using a suction cup
mounting and can be individually adjusted to take in the interior,
the traffic or for parking, thanks to its flexible joint.
Art. no. 000 072 549 A

Comfort and Protection
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Volkswagen Genuine Luggage compartment tray
A perfect fit: Washable and acid-resistant, the robust and durable luggage compartment tray with Jetta
lettering easily keeps your luggage compartment clean. With circumferential edging, approximately 4 cm high.
Art. no. 5C6 061 161
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Volkswagen Genuine Luggage net
So that everything stays where it belongs: the tear-resistant
luggage net is ideal for all of those small and medium-sized
things you prefer to have stored safely in place. The luggage net
is attached to the standard lashing eyes in the luggage space.
Art. no. 1KM 065 110 A
Volkswagen Genuine Luggage compartment liner
Tailor-made protection in a light and flexible form: the anti-slip
liner is designed to perfectly fit the shape of the luggage
compartment and to reliably protect it from dirt and moisture.
When not in use it can be rolled up and easily stowed away to
save space.
Art. no. 5C6 061 160

Comfort and Protection
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Volkswagen Genuine Clothes hanger1
Sometimes things just have to be crease-free: the stylish clothes
hanger can be quickly and simply attached to the headrest bars
on the front seats. You can hang up your shirts, jackets and other
suitable articles of clothing, keeping them free of creases during
transport.
Art. no. 00V 061 127

“Volkswagen Edition” espresso machine including espresso pods
Ideal for espresso fans: you no longer have to find a service area to enjoy
your coffee break. The mobile Espresso car set means you always have your
own small coffee bar on board. Simply stop for a break, connect the machine
to the 12V socket inside your vehicle and enjoy a freshly brewed espresso.
The set includes two break-proof espresso cups, a serviette and 25 espresso
pods along with an elegant and practical storage case for the set.
Art. no. 000 069 641

NOTE
Thanks to the storage case included
in the scope of delivery, the set can
be easily and safely stored away.
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1

Only usable if a passenger is not seated in the rear seat behind it.

Volkswagen Genuine Snakey headrest hook
Practical organiser in a twin pack: two-part set for mounting
on the front seat headrest bars. Simply hook on the things to
be transported and off you go.
Art. no. 000 061 126 A 041
Colour: Black (2 pieces/not illustrated)
Art. no. 000 061 126 UHS
Colour: Cornsilk Beige (2 pieces)

Volkswagen Genuine Clean Solution waste bag
No waste, no worries: the waste bag can be attached flexibly
to the headrest bars on the front seats. If a bag is taken out,
a new one is automatically pulled into place. Included in the
scope of delivery: two rolls, each with 50 bags.
Art. no. 000 061 107

Volkswagen Genuine Premium textile footmats
The textile footmats, which are perfectly shaped to fit the
footwells are made from hard-wearing, thick woven velour.
The front mats have Jetta lettering. The front mats are fixed
in place to prevent slipping using the points provided in the
floor area. The anti-slip rear coating ensures the optimal
positioning of the rear mats. Colour: Black. For the front
and rear. 1 set = 4 pieces.
Art. no. 5C7 061 270 A WGK

Volkswagen Genuine All-weather footmats
Keeping the footwell clean all year round: the perfectly fitting,
durable rubber footmat set with Jetta embossing on the front
mats does not simply keep out dirt and moisture but is also
considerably lighter and has less odour than conventional mats.
It is 100% recyclable. The front mats are attached to the vehicle
floor using the integrated fastening system to prevent slipping.
Colour: Black.
Art. no. 5C7 061 502 C 82V
For front (1 set = 2 pieces)
Art. no. 5C6 061 512 82V
For rear (1 set = 2 pieces)

Comfort and Protection
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Volkswagen Genuine Cool and thermos box
Snacks at the right temperature for every occasion. The energy efficiency class A
box is connected via 12V/230V, in the vehicle or at home. Two-litre bottles can
be transported upright in the box, which has a capacity of approx. 25 litres. It is
delivered with battery discharge protection and a replacement insulation cover.
Art. no. 000 065 400 D
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Volkswagen Genuine Mud flaps
Protect your own vehicle and the following
vehicle from flying dirt, dangerous stone
impacts and spray water with these
extremely durable mud flaps.
Art. no. 5C6 075 111
For front (1 set = 2 pieces)
Art. no. 5C6 075 101
For rear (1 set = 2 pieces)

Volkswagen Genuine Door wind deflector
The optimal ventilation of the vehicle interior increases
your driving comfort by improving the atmosphere
inside the vehicle. Enjoy the circulating fresh air, even
when it is raining or snowing, or avoid the unpleasant
build-up of heat on hot days by opening the windows
slightly. The low-maintenance, carwash-resistant wind
deflectors are manufactured from high-quality recyclable acrylic glass. 1 set = 2 pieces. Colour: Smoke Grey.
Art. no. 5C6 072 193 A HU3
For front (1 set = 2 pieces)
Art. no. 5C6 072 194 A HU3
For rear (1 set = 2 pieces)

Volkswagen Genuine Sill protector film, transparent
Like an invisible protective guard, the precisely fitting transparent protective film can be applied to painted entry points.
Scratches do not stand a chance and you can maintain your
vehicle‘s appearance for a long time to come.
Art. no. 5C6 071 310 908

Volkswagen Genuine Sill protector film, Black / Silver
A detail which is both sensible and functional to protect the
heavily used door sills in the front and rear entrance areas
against scratches and damage. 1 set = 4 pieces.
Art. no. 5C6 071 310 19A

Volkswagen Genuine Rear park distance control
The park distance control system is automatically
activated when the vehicle is put into reverse: Four
sensors and an acoustic warning signal assist the
driver when reverse parking.
Art. no. 1K0 054 630 C

Volkswagen Genuine Stainless steel sill protector
Individual edge protection for the Jetta: the high-quality
stainless steel sill protectors with Jetta lettering do not just
protect the heavily used entrance area but are also a real
eye-catcher.
Art. no. 5C6 071 303
(1 Satz = 4 Stück)

Volkswagen Genuine Transparent loading sill
protection film
The perfectly fitting and almost invisible loading sill
protection is made of transparent film and prevents
damage when loading and unloading. For gluing onto
the loading sill on the rear bumper.
Art. no. 5C6 061 197 A

Comfort and Protection
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Fuel canister
A long journey and no service stations along the way? The
5 litre fuel canister you are always on the safe side and can
bridge the distance to the next service station. The canister
comes with two filling tubes, one for diesel and one for the
petrol.
Art. no. 000 093 060

Volkswagen Genuine Care and cleaning aids
The care and cleaning aids have been developed to work
perfectly together in and on the vehicle. Every product is
ISO-certified and has also been tested and approved by
Volkswagen‘s central laboratory. For long-term, effective
vehicle care which protects both the material and the
environment. Please see the attached price list for more
detailed information on the individual products along with
the seasonal care and cleaning sets.
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Volkswagen Genuine Warning vest
The fluorescent safety warning vest with Volkswagen lettering
and reflective strips is approved as per DIN EN 471. The safety
vest must be carried by law by drivers in company cars in
Germany, except when engaging in freelance work, and is
already compulsory for all vehicle occupants in some countries.
A storage bag is included in the scope of delivery.
Colour: Orange.
Art. no. 000 093 056 C 2LD

Volkswagen Genuine Tow rope
Always on the safe side: the TÜV and DIN-tested tow rope can
be used for vehicles with a gross weight of up to 2500 kg.
Art. no. 000 093 014

Volkswagen Genuine First-aid kit
The DIN standard first aid kit is an essential companion in
case of accidents. As per legal regulations § 35h StVZO
and DIN 13 164.
Art. no. 6R0 093 108

Volkswagen Genuine Warning triangle
The intelligently designed warning triangle has ECE test
certification, requires minimal storage space and can be
set up quickly and safely thanks to its swivelling metal foot.
Art. no. 000 093 057
Volkswagen Genuine Snox snow chain (powered by pewag)
The innovative Snox system controls the snow chain tension
completely automatically and adapts to the vehicle‘s current
speed – Guaranteeing smooth running. When the vehicle stops,
the locks release automatically and the snow chain can be
removed in any wheel position. A practical carry bag is included
in the scope of delivery. Now with the new “Quick Release”
function for easy removal of the chain.
Art. no. 000 091 387 AB

NOTE
Opens up with a click: “Quick Release” function for
easier removal.

Comfort and Protection
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LIFESTYLE

THEORY VS. PRACTICE.
Once a Jetta, always a Jetta – or should we say: Jetta everywhere. Volkswagen Lifestyle allows you
to remain true to your Jetta in practice, not just in theory: when travelling, at home on your desk, and
of course wherever your Jetta takes you. Long live the Volkswagen Lifestyle Collection – in theory and
practice.

NOTE
The complete Lifestyle Collection can be found at
www.volkswagen-zubehoer.de/lifestyle

Figure left shows: Ladies‘ pullover Page 52,
Ladies‘ leather jacket Page 53
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FUNCTION
The high collar can be
folded upright and warms
with fleecy grey lining.

Ladies‘ pullover
Wonderfully light, cosy and soft: The pullover is made of ultra-light Merino
wool with very special seams. Refined with metal plates bearing the
Volkswagen emblem. Material: 100% Merino wool. Colour: Caramel.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL.
Art. no. 000 084 110 A–D 9RC
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Ladies‘ fleece jacket
New quality of life. Especially when it starts to grow cold
outside: The cuddly, soft jacket is made of high-quality
Pontetorto fleece and ensures consistent comfort.
Material: 100% polyester. Colour: Black.
Sizes: S, M, L, XL.
Art. no. 1S0 084 014 A–D 041

Ladies‘ leather jacket
Elegance has many forms of expression. But none as casual as the form-fitting
leather jacket with an additional knitted collar, closable slash pockets and
classic striped lining. Material: 100% lamb nappa. Colour: Brown.
Sizes: 36, 38, 40, 42, 44.
Art. no. 1K1 084 012 A–E 772
Lifestyle
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Men‘s short coat
In short: Always the right match. With every jacket. Under any weather conditions. Thanks to the
light quilting, the coat can also be worn at cold times of the year. Includes Volkswagen coat hanger
and garment bag. Materials: 50% cotton, 50% nylon. Colour: Black. Sizes: M, L, XL, XXL.
Art. no. 1K3 084 002 B–E 041
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Men‘s fleece jacket
The multi-talent. Warm. Sporty. Functional. The jacket is made of highquality Pontetorto fleece has a convincing combination of a high collar
with grey lining and a lightly form-fitting cut. Material: 100% polyester.
Colour: Black. Sizes: M, L, XL, XXL.
Art. no. 1S0 084 004 B–E 041

Lifestyle
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Large trolley case
A light, durable trolley case with carry-handles, four
in-line wheels and a TSA combination lock. Two luggage
straps, a luggage partition and a shoe or accessories
pouch inside. Outer material: polycarbonate. Colour:
Anthracite. Size: 76 x 52 x 30 cm. Weight: 4.5 kg.
Art. no. 000 087 301 F BZR
Medium trolley case
Space for short trips: a light, durable trolley with
carry-handles, four in-line wheels and a TSA combination
lock. Two luggage straps, a luggage partition and a
shoe or accessories pouch inside. Outer material:
polycarbonate. Colour: Anthracite. Size: 66 x 45 x 26 cm.
Weight: 3.6 kg.
Art. no. 000 087 301 E BZR
Hand-luggage trolley case
For hand luggage: a light, extremely durable trolley with
carry-handles, two in-line wheels and a TSA combination
lock. Two luggage straps, a luggage partition and a shoe
or accessories pouch inside. Outer material: polycarbonate.
Colour: Anthracite. Size: 55 x 37 x 23 cm. Weight: 2.6 kg.
Art. no. 000 087 301 D BZR

Trolley case set, 3 part
The travel trio: The set consists of three
light, extremely durable suitcases with
carry-handles, ball-bearing mounted
wheels, lockable aluminium rods and
TSA combination locks. Outer material:
polycarbonate. Colour: Anthracite.
Art. no. 000 087 302 A BZR
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Weekender travel bag
Leather handles and a large main compartment with
a zip fastener. One zip pocket and two slot pockets
inside. There are additional pockets on the outside
with a diverse range of practical details such as the
mobile phone pocket, pen holders and a snaplink
hook. Materials: polyester/rayon, Nappa leather.
Colours: Dark grey, with lime green colour effects on
the inside. Size: 58 x 37 x 22 cm.
Art. no. 000 087 300 C 528

Laptop travel briefcase
A combination of briefcase and travel bag. In addition to compartments for the laptop and
documents, there is an extra compartment for overnight luggage. Leather handles and a padded
shoulder strap increase carrying comfort. Materials: polyester/rayon, Nappa leather.
Colours: Dark grey, with lime green colour effects on the inside. Size: 41 x 32 x 13 cm.
Art. no. 000 087 303 C 528

Lifestyle
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THE AUTOSTADT.
ALWAYS WORTH THE
JOURNEY.
Discover more about vehicles and mobility in a forward-looking, unconventional and
innovative way – at the Volkswagen Group‘s automotive experience and competence
centre: the Autostadt in Wolfsburg. Naturally, in the middle of it all you will find the
Volkswagen Accessories Shop – we look forward to your visit!
E-Shop – the complete range of Volkswagen Genuine Accessories –
clearly presented, informative and purchasable online.
www.volkswagen-zubehoer.de/shop
YouTube – The official Volkswagen channel with a vast range of
information and fun, covering your Volkswagen and the Genuine
Accessories. www.youtube.de/myvolkswagen
We keep in contact and show you what we like.
News, opinions, photos, videos, friends, fans.
www.facebook.com/VolkswagenDE
Visit our website at
www.volkswagen-zubehoer.de

ACCESSORY FINANCING. THE CONVENIENT
WAY TO OBTAIN VOLKSWAGEN ACCESSORIES.
Please note our favourable financing options for accessories. Your Volkswagen Partner
would be pleased to inform you about the currently applicable conditions. An offer from
the Volkswagen Bank.
Info
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